There will be no natural resources in the area. (13) The Reserve is the only area with animals these days. (7) The area will soon be turned into a desert. (6) The wellbeing of our future generations will be in jeopardy.
Ugalla is the main source of our everyday needs. (2) Everything in Ugalla will be wiped out. There are no neighbourhood meetings with Ugalla owners, which could promote villagers' involvement in the conservation of Ugalla.
(1) Wild animals are raiding our crops every year, yet when we report to authorities absolutely nothing is done to compensate for the damage or at least to control the animals. 
Cost
We are not free to use our natural resources. 19.3 Ugalla is the main source of conflicts between game rangers & villagers.
12.2
The Reserve takes too much land.
11.2 We live in constant fear of being arrested, beaten & jailed.
9.2
Wild animals are raiding our crops, threatening our lives & killing our livestock.
9.0
Wild animals are valued more than our lives and livelihoods.
5.6
People are unsettled by fear of being displaced to allow expansion of the Reserve.
2.4
We don't experience any costs.
1.7 The village gets so little from the tourist hunting companies.
0.6
It is a complicated process to obtain permits for fishing & beekeeping in the Reserve. PLATE S1 Sample focus group discussion activity: seasonal calendar. 
